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   When Lewis Carroll published Alice in Wonderland in 1865， the

critics had no idea how to cope with such a book． One critic doubt-

ed whether “any real child might be more puzzled than enchanted

by this stiff， over-wrought story，”i） and another critic， trying a

Iittle harder to relate Wonderland to other children's books he was

more accustomed to， claimed that it was “a very elegant piece of

fancy-work wrought by a clever brain for the amusement and even

instruction ofchildren．”2） That the book was written for the amuse-

ment of children （and possibly adults） can hardly be doubted； that

Carroll might have intended it for instruction is unlikely． ln fact，

the Alice books， Looking Glass specifically， satirize the claSsic

children's literature of the time， creating an anti-norm and pro-

voking laughter．

    Geoffrey Summerfield，'in his book Fantasy一'and． Reason：

Children'8 Literαture in the Ei8hteenth Centurツ， explores the in-

fluences of previous literature， including Coleridge， on nineteenth-

century children's literature． Surpmerfield does this by tracing the

progress of children's literature through the eighteenth century，

discussing it as if it were in two camps： those who praised the

imagination and those who condemned it． Those who valued the

imagination revelled in fairy tales， while those who denied it wrote

“chapbooks，” realistically styled small books set in modern times，

intended to convey factual information． These books were didactic．

Gillian Avery， in his two essays “Fairy Tales with a Purpose”

apd，“Fairy Tales for Pleasure，” describes the state of literature

for children at the time the Alice books were released．3） Before

Carroll's Alice books， most literature for children in the 1800's

consisted of fairy tales， “instructive fiction，” and factual treatises

styled for a child's reading level． By “instructive fiction” I refer to

the didactic tradition wherein an author uses fiction in an attempt
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Holding a Mirror to the Loohing Glass

to increase the reader's moral stature， to lead him／her to religion，

or at least to give him／her the benefit of a conscience． Even the

fairy tales of the period frequently had a didactic purpose． Avery

describes many of the books of the mid-1800s：

All these early faiocy tales have a strongly moral and didactic slant．

None of the writers hesitates to use the conventions of fairyland for

the purpose of teaching some useful lesson． ．The story in HoZidaor

House tells how lazy Master No-Book prefers the Kingdom of Fairy

Do-Nothing till he is caught by Giant Snap一'em-up， and eventually

rescued by Fairy Teach-all， whom he should have preferred from

the beginning． ln The Hope of the ．Kat2ekopfs， Fairy Abracadabra，

the wicked imp Selbst and the grave old man Discip1ine together

teach the spoiled prince， Eigenwillig， the need for self-discipl．i'ne．

The Silver Stoan is about a Teutonic innkeeper who gains possession

of two magic caps， one which produces gold and silver coins， and

one the cap of wisdom， illustrating the lesson that wisdom， not

riches， is the real source of happiness． ln The Enchanted Doll， the

Fairy Malice encourages a toy-maker's jealousy of his industrious

neighbour， until he is as detestable as she； while in The Fairy

Godmothers， Mrs． Gatty argues that love of employment is the best

fairy gift． The Talking Bird provides a more unusual， lesson．

The little heroine has to learn the dangers of trying to know'the

future．4）

   Donald Rackin says that two of the chief writers of this genre，

Mrs． Tr'immer and 'Mrs． Barbauld， “endeavored to”stuff their

young audiences wi-th' assorted， unrelated， dry factual knowledge；

and to this they added a heavy measure of their own brand of self-

righteous， priggish， misguided morality．”5） These stories were

invariably maudlin， and occasionally horrifically violent． One of

these two women's followers was Mary Martha Sherwobd；一Rackin

describes her typical output：
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Much that Mrs． Sherwood wrote （whether for children or for adults）

revolved around religious didacticism； this is especially evident in

her so-called novels， where the demands of fiction are rigidly

subordinated to those of moral edification． Thus， in The Fairchild

Family each episode is aimed at teaching a specific lesson （for

example， a typical chapter title is “Fatal Effects of Disobedience to

Parents”） and each is concluded by an appropriate child's prayer

or hymn （or both）． One sample'should suffice． At the end of a

gruesome short story on the effects of quarreling between brothers一一

where for an object lesson Mr． Fairchild has shown the children

the rotting corpse of a fratricide hanging upon a gibbet一一the hymn

reads：

Whatever brawls disturb the street

There should be peace at hQme；

meet，

Quarrels should never come．

Birds in their little nests agree；

Ahd'tis a shameful sight，

When children of one family

Fall out， and chide， and fight．6'

ワVんe1℃8isters（iωellαn（iわ7・0‘んerS

These books also tended to show a lurid， grotesque view of death．

When they came to the door， they perceived a kind of disagreeable

smell， such as they never had smelt before： this was the smell of

the corpse，whiqh，having been dead now nearly two days，had begun

to corrupt； and as the children went higher up the stairs， they per-

ceived this smell more disagreeably． ． ． ． They all three stood look-

ing on the corpse' for a long time， without speaking one word． At

last Mr． Fairchild said， “My dear children， you now see what death

is： this poor body is going fast to corruption． The soul， 1 trust， is

with God； and my reason'for this hope is， that the poor man， when

living， w．as a follower of the blessed Lord Jesus Christ， his Re一
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deemer； but such are the taint and corruption of the flesh， by

reason of sin， that it must pass through the grave， and crumble to

dust．”7）

   The Alice books were novel when they first came out：

   they didn't fit into any of the previous categories for children's

literature． They were obviously not books of facts and informa-

tion， nor were they moralistic； i'n fact， they spoofed moralism and

didacticism． They did this， however， so gently that no one suffered

excessively at Carroll's hands．

    The question of whether br not the Alice books fit into the re-

maining genre， fairy stories， is trickier． lt is certain that Carroll，

at least in an off-handed fashion， considered Wonderland to be a

fairy tale． ln his diary， he noted，．“On ［a particular］ occasion I

told them the fairy-tale of A lice's A dventures Undergrouncl， which

・1 undertook to write out for A1ice， and which is now finished （as

to the text） though the pictures are not yet nearly done．”8） But

just because Carroll considered it a fairy tale does not necessarily

mean it is a fairy tale． Just as Milton may be in Satan's camp and

not know it， so may Carroll be mistaken about the genre of his

work． But is he mistaken？ A denotative definition， with the excep-

tion of one element， seems broad enough to allow Wonderland and

Looking Glass to be fairy tales， as the Oxford Companion to Child-

ren' ?Literature shows when it defines fairy tales as

［N］arratives， set in the distant past， of events that would be impos-

sible in the real world．They often include magical happenings and

the appearance of FAIRIES ［sic］， but the supernatural does not

always feature in them， and the heroes and heroines are usually

mortal human beings． Such 'creatures as GIANTS， DWARFS，

WITCHES， and OGRES frequently play a part， as well as talking

animals． The term contes des fees was adopted as a description of

such stories in France at the end of the 17th cent．， and the English

translations一 of the French contes of this period introduce the ex一
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pressions．‘fairy tale' and ‘fairy story' into the English language．9）

Except for the fact that they aren't set in the distant past， Carroll's

works seem to be fairy tales， falling into an accepted genre for

children in the Victorian period． ln fact， fairy tales were almost

the only expression of the fantasy genre for child・ren （1 will discuss

a few exceptions later）． However， the Alice books actually are not

fairy tales because they differ in tone and plot from the norm．

   Vladimir Propp， in his book The Morphology of the Folh

Tale， explains the process whereby he examined nearly three hun-

dred fairy tales and found the common themes and plot elements．

His work is too ' ??狽?獅唐奄魔?to give in depth here， but 1 can sum-

marize some of the key points： the folk tale （or fairy tale） begins

with an external problem （or complication） that brings a hero

intd action． There is a deceitful， destructive villain （dragon， witch，

evil king， etc．） who motivates the action． Various donors （willing

or not） provide the hero with whatever itemS or powers he ne'eds to

accomplish his task． The story builds to a struggle between the

hero and the villain， ending （most often） in the villain's defeat and

the accomplishment of the hero's pu，rpose． Frequently， some form

of punishment is applied， either to the villain． or to a foolish hero．

Finally， a resolution of the story fol・lows， ending the tale either

with a marriage br， in less pleasant tales， death．10）

   This list of common characteristics is not complete， but it ．does

show how different the Alice books are from the classic fairy tales．

There is no problem that draws Alice into the story． There is the

fall down th．e hole in Wonderland， but Propp refers to an external

problem that motivates the hero， e．g．， Little Red Riding Hood

must take a basket of goodies through the dark forest to her grand-

mbther， or the king announces a ball which all ．eligible young

women are to attend and meet the prince， or one year a drought

comes and all the crops in the kingdom wither， prompting the her'o

to set out and seek his fortune． Another problem is that the Alice

books lack a real villain． The Queen of Hearts， in Wonderland，
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rants and raves and threatens death， but she is little more than a

very bad-tempered child at'her own ，party： no one is ever actually

beheaded， and though all the members of the court seem afraid bf

her， there really seems to be no cause for fear． The Red Queen， in

Loohing Glass， might appear，． by the structure of the story， to be

the antagonist， since she is on the． opposing side of Alice in the

game of chess they are all elements of， yet the game of chess that

they live is hardly more than a formalized ritual． ln Loohing Glass

Iand， the game of chess is just that一一a game； rather than living

their lives， the chess pieces play at them． This leaves t．he Red

Queen， in her didactic， acerbic fashion， actually helpful to Alice as

she explains the rUles．

    Just as there are no real villains， there ．are no real donors in

the stories． There are characters who lecture and give advice

（freely）， but they rarely， if ever， tell or give Alice anything useful．

The White Knight claims to escort Alice to the eighth square， but

in actuality he needs her help far more than she needs his． The

only possible exception to this rule is the caterpillar， and he tells

her about the growth-controlling mushroom almost as an aside as

he leaves． There is also no struggle to resolve a problem一一at the

end of Wonderland， Alice realizes that the court is ' 盾獅撃?a deck of

cards， in other words， inconsequential， and in Looleing Glass， the

same sort of thinghappens when Alice'shakes the Red Queen into a

kitten as Alice wakes up．．Since there is no actual struggle， there is

no resolution． No one is married， no one dies， and at the end

of Loohing Glass， Alice even speculates upon reality when she

wonders whether or・not she is a fictional ¢haracter． The closest

thing to a resolution ceremony in Looking Glass， Alice's corona-

tion as she reaches the eight・h square and becomes a queen， is a

chaotic shambles which Alice 'disrupts by waking up． All in all，

while the Alice books share some features with fairy tales， they

are different in tone and thrust， lacking most of' @the major plot

elements of a fairy story．

    Though Carroll's books break from the fairy tale tradition， in
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  all fairness 1 must point out that some earlier wri-ters had begun

  similar expgriments． For example， Dickens， in A Christmas Carol

  （1843）， draws on another genre of folk-fantasy， the ghost story，

  rather than on the fairy tale． Dickens， though， still presents a

  standard conversion story， a moralistic presentation of a charac-

  ter's change from bad to good and the joy he reaps therefrom．

  Another who changed the classic fairy tale formula for his read-

  ers was George MacDonald， a writer better known for-the power of

  his im'agination than for his writing． While he wrote some classic

  fairy storie's （The Princess and the Goblin ［1872］・ for one）， he also

  wrote At the Back of the North VVind （1871）， which is not quite a

  ・fairy story． MacDonald chose to give it a contemporary settirig，

  making it more like a chapbOok than a fairy tale． lt is about a

  little boy named Diamond who is the son of a cab driver in

  London． A quiet， serious， other-worldly sort of boy， he is be-

  friended by the North・ Windj an overwhelming sort of mother

  figure who takes him， riding on her back， on trips as she performs

  her duties as the wind． The book has several picaresque elements，

  giving it a rambling structure． lt also lacks many of the plot ele-

  ments of standard fairy tales， i．e．， it has no donors， no precipitat-

  ing Proble血， no villain， no strug91e， etc． In fact， the only fantastic

・ elements in the story are the character of the North Wind and the

  land to which she takes Diamond， the hero'， at the mid-point of the

  book．

      The other writer that deserves mention ．at this point is Charles

  Kingsley and his book The VVater Babie．s （1863）．' This book， too，

  broke established norms． As Humphrey Carpenter points out，

Nobody had ever before dared to mix together a fairy tale一一and a

completely invented one at that： there was nothing about water-

babies in Grimm or Perrault or anyone else一一with a touch of social

comment about conditions of the working poor， a lot of speeialist

information about the habits of underwater creatures， and an al-

most Dantean account of a soul's moral and spiritual education in
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purgatory； for Tom's experiences were quite clearly supposed to be

those of a soul after death． To top it all， Kingsley had the nerve， as

one reviewer spotted， to write the'book chiefly in the style of Rabe-

lais．11）

    AII of the books・ mentibned borrowed extensively from the

didactic tradition of the literature before them． That these three

writers have also managed to write faritasy， yet'Managed to avoid

producing standard fairy tales， in no， way lessens Carroll's

aehieve' 高?獅煤D lt merely shows・Carroll as， at his time， the latest of

a general trend， indeed its culmination． As Donald Rackin points

out，

     ．Alice's．Adひentures in Wonderlαnd is not so much the beginning．of

                      ノ
      arevolt as it is the final flowering of a long deYelop血ent in．child-

     ren's books一．a gradual movement，toward stimulatin．g， imaginative，

      c6mpletely undidactic．stories for the young．。．∴∠41ice's／ldventures

     in Wonderlαnd is， therefore， part of a Ihovement ih childreni＄Iiter-

      ature that reaches back as farlas the English Ro】：血antics， back per-

      haps to． Rousseau．12）

Not only ddes Carroll's work avoid didacticism， as Rackin points

out；it makes・fun of didacticism． In fact，曲ile swinging away

from the classic fairy tale， the Alice books manage several satiri-

cal shots at the other chief』 ?盾窒?of children's literature，． the．moraI

tales of the time．．The'Alice books deviate from the standard in

quite a few ways：they SPoof didactibism，they are・not designed to

』educate（in fact， the educatioh that appears in them is comica11y

specious， for．the most part）， and they provide no moral instruc-

tion． This lack of moral instructi6n is both an im．portant point and

abit of an understatement． The universe of the two books， rather

than． b¢ing Christian， is」・．by implication，pagan and purposeless．It

is a world where-God， order， and even death break down and are

either made fun of or ignored completely一．
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    The fifst poinY 1 must deal with is ・the way Carroll Satirizes

the didactic tradition of the children's literature preceding him．

He does this straightforwardly by creating chatacters who are only

too-eager to lgcture Alice on any． nurpber of moral， social，・ and

scientific issues． The Duchess in Wonderland is notorious for her

・proclivity for drawing morals from every element of conversation．

She tells Alice， “Tut， tut， child！．．． Everything's got a Moral， if

only you can find it'” （W，p． 70）．一She is full of phrases like， “Oh， tis

love， tis love that makes the world go Yound，” “Birds of a feather

flock together，” and “Take． care of the sense and the sounds will

take care of themselves” （W， pp．70-71）． She becomes a pointed ref-

erence to the didactic tradition in her exchange with Alice：

        “Oh， dop't talk about trouble！” said the'Duchess．．“1 make

you a present of everything 1・'ve said as yet．”

        “A cheap sort of present，” thought Alice． “1'm glad people

don't g．i've birthday presents like that．” （W， p． 72）

    The character in Looking Glass that best seems to represent

the didactic tradition is the Red Queen． The flowers describe her

as having spikes' iLG， p． 123）． lt is she who tells Alice such thing＄

as， “Look up， speak nicely， and don't twiddle you！ fingers all the

time，i' “Curtsey while you're thinking what to say． lt saves time，”

and “Speak'in French when you ca'n't ［sic］ think of the English

£or a thing一一turn ou／t your toes as you walk一一and remember who

you are” （LG， pp． 124-28）． She keeps track of when things happen

between her and-Alice and chides her when Alice fails to keep on

schedule： “‘IVs time for・you to answer now，' the Queen said， look-

ing at her watch： ‘open your mouth a little wider when you speak，

and always say， “your Majesty”'” （LG， p． 124）一， and “you should

'have said，．．．‘lt's extremely kii'一，一一．一 of you to tell me all this'一一however，

we'11 suppose it said” （LG， p． 128）．

    In addition to social'and moral didacticisM， the Alice・books

manage to ．mock ．the educational purpose of many writers． ． The
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educators in Looking Glass are all pedants．， Humpty Dumpty's

theory that words ' 唐?盾浮撃?mean only what the speaker wants them

to mean seems quite normal until he takes it to such an illogical

extreme that Alice requires an extended explanation at the end of

'several of his statements：

“． ．． There's glor-y for you！”

“1 dpn't know what you mean by ‘“glory，'” Alice said．

     Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously． “ of coutse you don'ti-

till 1 tell you！ 1 meant， ‘there's a nice knock-down argument for

you！”

     “But '‘glory' doesn't mean ‘a nice kriock-down argument，'”

Alice objected．

     “When 1 use a word，”'HUmpty Dumpty said， in rather a

scornful tone， “it means just what 1 choose it to mean一一neither more

nor less！” （LG， p． 163）

Humpty Dumpty is at least as supercilious as the Red' pueen， and

he also shows his poetic sense to be pedantic and slow． Patricia

Spacks discusses this when she notes that Humpty Dumpty's inter-

pretation of the poem， “Jabberwocky，” consists of

reducing the splendid stanza to an account of animals resembling

badgers， lizards， and corkscrews， going through various gyrations

in the plot of land around a sundial during the part of the afternoon

when one begins broiling things f，or dinner． ． ． ． One can hardly

think of these grotesque animals and their sundial while appreciat-

ing the masterful narrative poetry of “Jabberwocky”： it is an inter-

pretation forgotten as soon as it is read． Surely， the fi11ing of the

head with cloudy ideas is a higher poetic achievement than the re-

duction of these ideas to the ridiculous． i3）

Spacks further points-out that Humpty Dumpty's own poem is un-

imaginative and obscure'， without even the benefit of creating vague
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feelings in the reader：

     1 sent a message to the fish：

     1 told them “This is what 1 wish．”

     The little'fishesi of the sea，

     They sent an answer back to me．

     The little fishes' answer was

      “We cannot do it， Sir， because・一…” '

     1 sent to． them again to say，

     “It will be better to obey．”

     The fishes answered， with a grin，

      “Wh' y， what a temper you are in！” （LG， pp． 166-167）

    The White Knight also tries to educate Alice on the art of rid-

ing， but，his every attempt is ended abruptly by his falling off his

horse （LG， p． 184）． Conversation， in Looking Glass land， if not

used for lecturing， be， comes a game as Humpty Dumpty， Tweed-

ledee，and TweedledUm， and the Red Queen give her the rules of

conversing：i4） ， ，
   “．．． However， this conversation is going on a little too fast：

let's go back to the last remark but one．”

   “1'm afraid 1'ca'n't［sic］remember it，” Alice said， very polit．ely．

   “In that case we start afresh，” said Humpty Dumpty， “and it's

my turn to choose a subject一一” （“He talks about it just as if it was a

game！” thought Alice．） （LG， p． 161）

   “Contrariwise，” added the one marked ‘DEE，' “if you think

we're alive， you ought to speak！”

   “． ． ． you've begun wrong！” cried Tweedledum． “The first thing

in a visit is to sayl ‘How d'ye do？' and shake hands！” And here the

two brothers gave each other a hug， and then they held out the two

hands that were free， to shake' ?≠獅р?with her． （LG， p． 139）

   The Red Queen broke the silence by saying， to the White Queen，

“1 invite you to Alice's dinner-party this afternoon． ”
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  ．The White Queen smiled feebly， ahd said， “'And 1・invite y・ou．”

   “1' didn't know 1 was to have a dinner-party at all，” said Alice；

“but， if there is to be one， 1 think 1 ought to invite the guests！”

   “ We gave you the opportunity of doing it， 'i ，the Red Queen remark-

ed： “but 1 daresay you've not had，一many lessons in mann' ?窒?yet．”

（LG， p． 193）

   Not only did he satirize the didacticism and educational stance

of previous children's books， Carroll left his Alice books devoid of

moral instruction． He manifests this absence of morality in the'

following ways： A） The characters and events in Looking Glass

follow a purposeless ．order， implying an absence of God or the

presence of a pagan wyrd． B） Normal rules of order are sacrificed

to the logic （and lack thereof） of Looking Glass land and Wonder-

land．C）Even though the presence of death is felt strongly through一'

out both books， the characters seem to treat it in the most casual

f'

≠唐?奄盾氏C as if it had no force Qr reality．'D） There are no conse-

quences for actions． Characters are free to be rude， cruel， and

even malicious without suffering any sort of' 垂?獅≠撃狽凵D

   Any one of these tendencies would be insufficient to make the

claim that the Alice books are amoral， but taken tpgether they

make a powerful argument． The first， the implication of the ab-

sence of God， is probably due，・jronically enough， to Carroll's piety．

Carroll was very concerned that nothing in his books should app'
?≠

blasphemous in the slightest． For 'example，'． he had originally ' 奄?

tended that one of the flowers in the garden in Loohing Glass be a

passion flower， but he changed it to a tigeic lily when he discover．ed

the origin． of the name， that of Christ's passion on the cross．i5） This

fear of blasphemy ．seems to have created a vacuum， resulting in

the absence of God； Carpentet states this is the case when he writes，

“Alice is the victim of a mindless， Godless'uniVerse'．”i6） This lack

of God and purpose leaves the nursery rhyme characters in Look-

ing Glass dobmed to fulfill their rhyme， regardless of how they，

dr others， feel about'it． They are fated as ・though an uncaring，一
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pagan wyrd had predestined what would happen． Humpty Dumpty

must fall off his wall：Tweedledum and Tweedledee・must have their
                  '

fight； the rhyme Alice says about Haigha affects．what will refresh

the'White King when he feels faint， and the Lion・and the Unicorn

must struggle for the crow'n． lt never occurs to them that there is

a choice． Tweedledum and Tweedledee even hint that Alice herself

is merely a puppet when they tell her she is a figment of the Red

King's dream and will eventually go out “Bang！一一just like a can-

dle！” when he wakes Up （LG， p． 145）． This makes Alice cry． Even

Alice's coronation seems pointless as Alice is put through an

absurd examination and a more absurd ceremony．

   But where is the player of this grand scale chess game？'lsthere

a Grand Motivator who guides the pieces along？ lf He exists， He is

completely arbitrary and does not know the rules of chess very

well． As．Taylor points out， the rules of chess in the story are bro-

ken： multiple moves are made bythe white pieces； at one point the

White King is in check and nothing is done about・this， and the

Queens castle．i7） The pieces may follow a s．trubture， but the struc-

ture itself is hollow・（some of its own rules are broken）， and the

chqracters accomplish nothing． The structure and its weaknesses

ultimately result in a chaos Alic'e ends by waking．

    Many rules besides the chess rules are broken． For example，

・good manners， especially in WonderZand， seem to be purely optional．

Even iri Looking Glass a large number of characters are super-

bilioqs and condescending， if not arrogant， when talking to Alice．

Also， language rules are broken as Humpty Dumpty takes his

own system of linguistics to a ridiculous extreme． Language also

breaks down when Alice reads “Jabberwocky”：

“lt seems very pretty，”'she said when she had finished it， f‘but it's

rather hard to undetstand！”（You see she didn't like to confess，even

to herself， that she conldn't make it out at all．）

“Somehow 'it seems to fill my head with ideas， only 1 don't know

what they are！” （LG'， p． 188）
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   ・Another symptom of the breakdown of language is the way

copversations move the characters to total chaos， toward absolute

nothinghess， and then， just when the conversation stands at the

brink， someone changes the subject． Carpenter notes this when he

observes this principle at work in the Mad Tea Party：i8）

   Then you keep moving round， 1 suppose？” said Alice．

   “Exactly so，” said the Hatter： “as the things get used up．” ・

   “But what happens when you come to 一the beginning again？”

Alice ' 魔?獅狽浮窒??to ask．

   “Suppose we change the subject，” the Mareh Hare interrupted，

yawning． （W， p． 58）

   The same thing happens in Looleing Glqss when the two queens

examine Alice to see if she is fit to be Queen：

   “Speak when you're spoken to！ ” the Queen sharply interrupted her．

   “But if everybody obeyed that rule，” said Alice， who was always

ready for a little argument， “and if you only spoke when you were

spoken to， and the other． person always waited for you to begin， you

see nobody would ever say anything， so that一一” “Rediculous1” cried

the Queen． “Why， don't you sge， child一一” here she broke off with a

frown， and， after thinking for a Minute， suddenly changed the subject

of the conversation． （LO， p． 192）・

This tendency of the conversatl'on to hang at the brink of nothing-

ness is also shown by the way death is ・mentioned and discussed．

William Empson first noted the frequency of death jokes and howe

．arly they appear in the text of Wonderland （within the first thre．e p

ages of the book）．i9） There are many in Looking Glass：

，

   “Crawling at your feet，” said the Gnat （Alice drew her feet back

in some alarm）， “you may observe a Bread-and-butter-fly． ． ． ．”

   “And what does it live on？”
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        “Weak tea with cream in it．”

        A new difficulty came into Alice's head． “Supposing it couldn't．

     find any？” she suggested．

        “Then it would die of course．'”

        “But that must happen very often， ” Alice remarked thoughtfully．

        ・“It always happens，” said the Gnat． （LG， p． 134）

Numerous others exist： “The Walrus and the Carpenter”is a poem

based on the deception and consumption of a great many innocents．

Alice leaves Humpty Dumpty and then hears a great crashing

sound， Humpty Dumpty's fall， though'that is never stated． At an

earlier point， Humpty Dumpty makes a sinister suggestion when

he discusses Alice's age with her： “‘1 mean，' she said， ‘that one

ca'n't ［sic］ help growing older．' ‘One ca'n't， ［sic］ pe'rhaps，' said

Humpty Dumpty； ‘but two can． With proper assistance you might

have left off at seven'” （LG， p． 162）． Another character， the Gnat，

literally sighs himself away， and Alice merely notices how chilly

it has become and walks off． Mulderig points oqt that this attitude

towards death is vastly different from the attitude in much of Vic-

torian children's ｝iterature， which seemed to portray death （of the

hero or of a loved one） as the greatest punishment， one inevitably

inflicted for wrongdoing and sin， one that usually entailed a good

bit of suffering．20）

    This last example shows the general attitude of the book

towards death：death，is meaningless， frequently discussed but

rarely （if ever） having any real power． The Lion and the Unicorn

fight fietcely for the crown， yet no one gets hurt． The Red Knight

and the White Knight fight and fall from their horses constantly，y

et neither seems to beeome injured． The ideal example in VVonder-

land is the plight of the victims of the Queen of Hearts who， though

frequently ordered to be put to death， are never actually executed，

as the Griffin'explains（W，p．74）．The Gnat does sigh himself away，

but that is done almost as an aside，in the latter part of the last line

of a short paragraph， and the careless reader can easily miss it．
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Humpty Dumpty falls， but， as 1 noted eatlier， his death is purely

by implication， probably merely to fulfill his rhyme． The Jabber-

wock and the oysters are the only overt deaths occurring in the

book， and these happen in the literature of Looking 'Glass land： one

extra step removed from reality． lf the book we read 一is a step re-

moved from what is real， then a book the characters in a book read

must be two steps removed． lf anything can be more unreal than

fiction， the deaths of the Jabberwock arid the oysters are．

   Last， the Alice books，． Looking Glass specifically， show a nota-

ble lack of consequence for actions． Alice rides ．a train ticketless，

and gets away with i・t． The Walrus and the Carpenter destroy inrio-

cent oysters but are not punished． Tweedledee breaks Tweedle-

dum's new rattle （ahd though they prepare to fight about it， the

fight never actually ocgurs）． Haigha is rude to the White King

with impunity． The Lion and the Unicorn are very obviously fight-

ing to take the White King's crown， yet the White King allows this，

merely fretting on the sidelines （the reader， in fact， has the iin-

pression that the White King would be powerless to stop it）． There

is'no system pf justice， no system of sowing and reaPing， and，

therefore， no reason for good behavior． The characters of Loohing

Glass， consequently，・must be motiveless as they move about the

board in a meaningless dance toward no． particular end．

    All these facts lead to one conclusion： the world of Looking

Glass is ．amoral． The way Carroll ignores consequences for．actions

and mocks educators and teachers （remember， Carroll spoofs

didacticism and states that the Red Queen is a type of governess

［p． 283］） indieates this． The'normal rules of society一一language，

manners， 'chess （chesS rules must be considered important in

Looking Glass land， since they are the structure for the world 'it-

self）一一are broken or set aside． God， or a God figure， is notably

lacking， leaving the characters dooMed 'to act ou．t arbitrarY fates

that leave no possibility for will or action． Death itself is largely

meaningless． PrQbably， since nursery rhymes：are， in a sense，

timeless， were another・person after／ Alice to visit Looking Glass
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land， he／she would find Humpty Dumpty on his wall ready to

exPlicate poetry again and all the other characters primed to re-

enact their roles． When a reader returns to a nursery rhyme，

everything happens again the same way． Therefore， a world based

on nursery rhymes must be prepared to reset itself to replay for

each visitor．

   Physicists would call this sort of world a closed system， a uni'一

verse where nothing may leave or enter． ln such a system， no sig-

nificant changes may occur， i．e．， no energy may be lost nor may

any be added． If五〇〇ki ng Glαss is based on a closed universe，

Alice's role' 高浮唐?then， by definition， be one m'erely of a viewer

and not of a true participant， and such it is．Alice is free to discuss

things， and even help characters in minor ways （tying knots and

pinning thin' №刀C，serving． cake， etc．）'， but she can alter nothing in

any significant way． lt is interesting to note that she is' never

．allowed to eat or drink anything in ．Looking Glass land （in fact， a

biscui・t the Red Queen offers Alice to quench her thirst chokes her

［LG 127］）， though other' characters eat and drink freely in front of

her． The reality is probably that she cannot eat， at least not in the

normal sense， for to do so would allow her to take something out

of the world； neither can she add anything to it． She views it in a

dream and leaves nothing behind her when she wakes． Beeause of

this inability to affect anything， Alice is， in a functional sense，

imaginary， and Loohing Glass is， above all else， a world su-

premely unaffected by external agents．

    This amoral closed universe is quite different from the Vic-

torian ideal， from a world of scientific rules ordered by a sentient，

real God， Actually， the fact that this book is for children makes

it revolutionary， c叩sidering the didacticism of most nineteenth-

century children's literature． None of the other ground-breaking

fantasy books' mentipned earlier portray similar ameral or God-

less perspectives． Yet the two Alice books were very popular． Palg

Mall Ga2ette， a't the end of the nineteenth century， took a poll to

find the twenty books best for a ten-year-old． Through the Looking
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Glass was number eleven．2i） Reconciling the differences between

the Victorian world view of the time and the world view of Through

the Looking Glass may seem 'hard until you think of the way

Carroll presented this perspective． He put this world view into a

book of nonsense． Doing this very 'effectively neutralized any sort

of threat the book might make and allowed the Victorians an out

that any other sort of presentation・would not have allowed： laught-

er． That the Victorians found it funny can' ?≠窒р撃x be doubted． The

Monthly Packet， a young girl's Anglican magazine with a serious

bent， praised Loohing Glass for its humor： “We can figure to our-

selves the shrieks of laughter with which it will be hailed． ． ． ． lt is

one long dream of sheer nonsense．”22） Larry Niven states that

Iaughter is an interrupted defense mechanisM， that one laughs'

when one is made vulnerable and wishes to defuse the vulnerabili-

ty．23） Carroll's Victorian anti-norm，his amoral world of，ultimate-

ly， logical nonsense， would provoke just'such a reaction from the

reader． As the Victorians struggled with the concept of evolution

and the possibility of a world without God， the fact that the world

view presented struck rather close to home could only be made

safe by being madefunny． The Victorians laughed， not only be-

cause it was nonsense， but precisely because it did strike close to

home； Carroll' 浮唐??the device of Looking Glass to hold a mirror

up to soclety．
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p． 76． Niven mentions this as an' aside because this is hardly a，new eoneept

and has been discussed by many Writers．

，
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